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This explanatory sequential mixed-methods study explored active implementation of the 2015 Connecticut Elementary and Secondary Social Studies Frameworks in Connecticut Alliance districts. Survey results described effective implementation, effective practices, and enabling context of elementary social studies. Findings which resulted in positive outcomes were compared with publicly available Smarter Balanced data. Qualitative data from curriculum leaders who were from successful districts examined efforts to create a usable innovation (Blase & Fixsen, 2018). The quantitative results identified statistically significant correlation between active implementation and socially significant outcomes. Successful districts described extensive, teacher-centered efforts to create a shared understanding of elementary inquiry and authentic opportunities for writing within a humanities block. Systems and structures were in place to sustain implementation, including analysis of academic and observational data. Individuals reporting fewer positive outcomes revealed challenges including leadership structures and lack of clarity about content and pacing.

This research yields insights on how to implement robust, high quality social studies instruction at the elementary levels in high needs school districts and inform policy at the local and state levels.
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